Artigo
Cooperation in the Internet
Social tagging
Models in the library world: the user enters keywords for books
Human computation
Image tagging by the crowd
Where do the images come from?
Artemis: Image database at LMU Munich

Lanfranco, Giovanni

Langhaus und Chor (Fresken)
(1637–1638)

Wandmalerei
Fresko

And: Prometheus
Image tagging as a game:
Artigo main page

Caspar David Friedrich loved Rückenfiguren (figures seen from the back). Here there are even two pairs in a row.
Two players have to enter the same word in order to have it validated
Different game versions for more fun and more pertinent tagging results
Image tagging for museum marketing: play with images only from one museum
More detailed information here:
http://www.kunstgeschichte-ejournal.net/229/